Terminology and introduction
In this paper all digraphs are finite without loops and multiple arcs. There are several measures of how much a digraph differs from being regular. In [18] , Yeo defines the global irregularity of a digraph D by
A c-partite or multipartite tournament is an orientation of a complete cpartite graph. A tournament is a c-partite tournament with exactly c vertices. If V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V c are the partite sets of a c-partite tournament D and the vertex x of D belongs to the partite set V i , then we define V (x) = V i . If D is a cpartite tournament with the partite sets
Let B = B(r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 ) be the following bipartite tournament, which will be useful later. Let R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 be pairwise disjoint independent sets of vertices with
There is an extensive literature on cycles in multipartite tournaments, see e.g., Bang-Jensen and Gutin [1] , Guo [2] , Gutin [3] , Volkmann [11] , Winzen [15] and Yeo [17] . A new approach on cycles was presented by the authors in [12] : [12] ). Which conditions have to be fulfilled in order that a c-partite tournament with the partite sets V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V c contains a cycle with exactly r i vertices of V i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ c and given integers 0 ≤ r i ≤ |V i |?
The most interesting part of Problem 1.1 is the case that r i = r j for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ c. In 1997, A. Yeo [16] gave a solution of this problem for regular c-partite tournaments in the case that r i = |V i | for all 1 ≤ i ≤ c. Theorem 1.2 (Yeo [16] ). Every regular multipartite tournament D is Hamiltonian.
Since, according to the well known result of Moon [5] that every strongly connected tournament is vertex-pancyclic, a strongly connected tournament is Hamiltonian, we note that the next theorem also treats Problem 1.1 (especially in the case that r i = 1 for all i). For the case that c = 4 and r = 2, Theorem 1.4 is not true in general as the following example (see also [10, 11] ) demonstrates. Figure 1 ). Now it is a simple matter to check that the resulting 4-partite tournament is 3-regular without a cycle containing exactly r − 1 = 1 vertices of every partite set.
The complexity of the proof of Theorem 1.4 shows that the effort of an analysis of Problem 1.1 for the case r i = r − 2 for all i would exceed the value of the result. Thus, in this paper we examine Problem 1.1 from another point of view. First, let us give a reformulation of Problem 1.1. 
If we replace the condition that there exists a set X with the properties mentioned above by the condition that for every choice of s i vertices of V i D − X is Hamiltonian, then we arrive at the following new problem. 
In this article, we investigate the special case that D is regular and that 
In [12] , the authors showed that g(1, 4) = 3 and g(1, c) = 4, if c ≥ 4 is odd and g(1, c) ≤ 3, if c ≥ 4 is even. In this paper, we will determine g(2, c) for all c ≥ 4.
Preliminary results
To decide whether a multipartite tournament is Hamiltonian or not, the connectivity of this digraph is important as we can see in the following result of Yeo [16] .
He also gave a sharp bound for the connectivity of a multipartite tournament.
Nevertheless, in some cases Yeo's bound can be improved, as the next theorem for example demonstrates.
Theorem 2.3 (Volkmann, Winzen [13]). Let S be a separating set of a multipartite tournament D with κ(D)
and
A characterization whether a digraph D has a cycle-factor or not was given by Ore [6] .
Theorem 2.4 (Ore [6]). A digraph D has a cycle-factor if and only if |N
In 1999, Yeo [18] (see also Gutin and Yeo [4] ) rewrote Theorem 2.4 in the following useful form.
Theorem 2.5 (Yeo [18], Gutin, Yeo [4]). A digraph D has no cycle-factor if and only if V (D) can be partitioned into subsets
This result leads to conditions for the global irregularity of a multipartite tournament D without a cycle-factor. 
if Q 2 = ∅, and
An analysis of the proof of the last theorem yields the following. 
, then the following holds.
, then we conclude that
If the global irregularity differs slightly from the lower bound of Theorem 2.6, then some results of Corollary 2.7 are still valid. The proof of the next corollary is omitted here. It is a simple consequence of the proof of Theorem 2.6, which can be found in [7] . The next result is a well-known theorem of Turán [8] (see also [9] , p. 212) and is a good help to give an estimation for the number of arcs in a digraph.
Theorem 2.9 (Turán [8]). Let D be a digraph without 2-cycles. If the underlying graph of D has no clique of order p + 1, then
The following remark concerning regular multipartite tournaments is wellknown but important for this article. 
for all x ∈ V (D). That means especially that r is even, if c is even.
Main results
The following theorem of Volkmann and Winzen [12] presents a first estimation for the value of g(k, c) of Problem 1.8. 
Hence, we have g(k, c) ≤ 3k + The next example shows that g(2, 4) ≥ 9. {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a 8 } be the partite sets of a multipartite tour- To give a complete analysis of the case c = 4, we will also give an example for a regular 4-partite tournament D with 6 vertices in each partite set such that there is a subset X ⊂ V (D) with exactly 2 vertices from each partite set and with the property that D − X is not Hamiltonian. (Remember that, according to Remark 2.10, the cardinality of each partite set has to be even.)
. . , w 6 } and V 4 = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a 6 } be the partite sets of a multipartite tour- 6 , w 5 , w 6 , a 5 , a 6 }. Then we observe that D is regular, and D − X consists of the sets Y, Z, R 1 and R 2 satisfying (1). According to Theorem 2.5 it follows that D − X is not Hamiltonian.
In the case of a regular 5-partite tournament D with exactly 8 vertices in each partite set, there is no guarantee that D contains a cycle through any set of 6 vertices from each partite set.
Then we observe that D is regular, and D − X consists of the sets Y, Z, R 1 and R 2 satisfying (1). According to Theorem 2.5 it follows that D − X is not Hamiltonian.
The following example deals with the case of a c-partite tournament D with c ≥ 6 and exactly 6 vertices in each partite set.
The vertices in R 1 as well as the vertices in To avoid a contradiction, we may suppose that Z → Q 1 and thus, without loss of generality, Z ⊆ V 3 . Now, for a vertex q 2 ∈ (Q 2 ∩ V 3 ) = ∅ we have the contradiction d − (q 2 ) ≥ |Q 1 | + |Y | = 16. In the remaining case that Q 1 is 3-partite we deduce that for every vertex z ∈ Z there is a vertex q 1 ∈ Q 1 such that q 1 ∈ V (z). Since d − D (q 1 ) ≥ 9 and |Z| = 7 a combination with Theorem 2.9 yields
